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ThU in ft brief summary of an analysis of the dl-
V"»lo«G of color r.pacc and psychophysical evidence
c ...ir ting lir. validity no a model of color perception.
rVtH.toi picJict* that color perceptions must be deter-
*,•«.! l»* U*» vicinity of points in the image where
tLt* *rr «t Ic-tfct throe mutually funding colored
f,,.4 if, *.imic>n. tho model predicts that for a
««.t«.«.U tl.*ic A.-O 't-ur independent c^anmUs from
r~:-« |*if»-ir.M ion At the receptor U vel. This implies
**.et tuto i«-jttt IKJ J.G.TU? degree of interconnection
«« 4-,-f th« il-.ii'f) photopicjtnont systems of a trichromat.
tw f..?-vflh clt.vmol proposed it referred to as a bright-

f<*t» clt*ftnel.

Morton originally stated that the color perception
«»( tf U t'.ronAtc can IxJ noddled geometrically as a three-
«ir*$M>iof.Al iKtiyccntr ic space. The retina of a tri-
cM»jr-«At ccmtAiitB thiec different photopigroents, each
*;^-ircriUy in a t.epsrvite typo of cone. Similarly, a
£t«MtoMt« vho&o totir.A contains two photopiginents,
M* *-«*l«»r i3Alchfn<;c which can be modelled as a two-
4i*»r4(&ino*l tjvxco. The color perception of a monochro-
fc^t c*n I** r*xlollvd nn a one-dimensional space,

T7»<» 1*0 1 hod of analysis is similar to that used by
«J. V. Olivia In hie ph.inc-space analysis of systems with
fe**y «t«*»jf *•««» of freedom. Tho following statements out-
!«*•* He Application to color perception: A color or
t«* of o/lc)rts CAn change in a specific number of in-
/••î oU'̂ i v^yu, or degrees of freedoia, in color space.
t*<s -̂,*<K?r of indc(*>endei\ me.Asurements issued by the
t «.*.,«.,, t ft (conoii) vhon ctimulated by a visual image
• •r«v-«««st* Hv« ciorv»>of of independent constraints on the
<*M*f*t of (iQCAiou. In order to determine uniquely a
•-;-« *»•§ *.-«t of coioro, thoro must be as many or more
«*»<-*^*»-.A»<»t. v<»<>ct r/il nt r, ao there are degrees of free-

A(« « f«v/ &t£ tenant s about the operating
of ii'jht t;timulur. composing a visual image
uro of tho receptor responses to light stim-
UAVO diroct importance to this model.

tv-« visual cystem evolved witli sunlight as the
or ««.xirco of illumination in the physical world.
light conflicts of o fairly even distribution of
Uf»7thn jr\o visible light range. The surfaces

r^.JrotK reflect sunlight; these generally broad-
icflcctancen make up the various patches of

v omih9 ftn image of the world on the retina.

I'he roceptora operate' over a range of ten decades
Ught intcnaity, although at any given time they

*>p «n ot;ivdl operating rango of approximately tluee
».5«u. Tho od Apt .At ion of the photopigmcnto to tho

«i««j.i light Intensity determines the receptor opora-
n̂y Snfonnation about the absolute in-

tensity of light in the image is lost at the receptor .
level due to adaptation.

In addition to the relatively slow process of
photochemical adaptation, the receptors have a faster
type of adaptation. An image stabilised on the retina
vanishes completely within four seconds. The imago is
kept visible by the constant jittering and mi.crosac-
cadcs of the eye displacing the image with respect to
the receptors. Experiments of this type suggest that
color information about a patch in the image i s ob-
tained at its boundaries with surrounding patches.

The tv/o typos of adaptation characterise the na-
ture of the "measurements" issued by a receptor: A
receptor reports changes in the stimulus light distri-
bution. Its sensitivity to changes .is modified by the
running average level of intensity of the image. In
other words, the measurement issued by a receptor as
it is moved from a patch in the image across a bouiv3ary
to another patch will be the ratio of its response to
each of the patches, as given by the Weber-Fechner
Law.

The image of the physical world has three basic
local configurations—patches, boundaries between
patches, and three or more patches meeting at a point
to form a vertex. Most of these vertices are third-
degree. Higher-degree vertices rarely occur, but any
image with no vertices represents a world lacking in
depth. A textured surface is made up of a complex of
patches, boundaries, and vertices.

If there are V7 mutually bounding, colored patches
seen in a local configuration in the image, and there
are N independent qualities for each color (hue, satur-
ation, and brightness) in the retina, then there are
WN degrees of freedom in the description of that con-
figuration in color space. Since the brightness of a
color is normalized (for one cannot imagine or see a
bright yellow surrounded by much brighter reds and •
greens), the number of degrees of freedom is constrained
by one, leaving KN-1 degrees of freedom in color space.

Among the V7 patches in the local configuration,
there arc W-l independent ratios ine'asured by a single
receptor type. If there are N types of receptors, then
there are a total of N(W-l) independent measurements.
For N > 1 the colors of the patches cannot bo uniquely
determined, since there are more degrees of freedom
than there are constraints.

However, in addition'to the N different photopig-
ments, there are W-l independent combinations of the
N photopiginents. A ratio of the response of a combi-
nation of the photopigiiv>nts is an independent meaf^ure-
ment; that is, it cannot be determined from the ratios
measured by the separate* photopigmcnts. Such a combi-
nation will be called a brightness measurement. Given
one r.uch combination, there will be a total of (N+l) (V7-1)
independent measurements in a local configuration of
W patches.

Tho reports of subjects during a trichromatic
color matching experiment support this analysis and
the existence of a brightness measurement system. In
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this experiment the visual imago consists of three
patches, three boundaries, and two third-degree verti-
ces. As the observer approaches a color match, the
image becomes two patches, a single boundary, and no
vertices. The analysis predicts that in an image con-
taining only boundaries, colors are underconstrained
for a trichromat. As the observer approaches a color
match in the experiment, the color of the matched patch
and the background vary,' although the match itself is
invariant. This variation in observed color is not
reported in a dichromatic color matching experiment.

h similar experiment where two patches are matched
£or brightness independent of saturation and hue sup-
ports the existence of a brightness channel. In this
case there are eight degrees of freedom and only seven
independent constraints, since the brightness ratio be-
tween the two patches is unity. ^hc observed insta-
bility in this experiment forced researchers to aban-
don this method of brightness matching.
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